50 FT HIGH SPEED HDMI® CABLE WITH ETHERNET
SUPPORTS 4K AND AUDIO RETURN

- SUPPORTS UHD 4K & 2K @ 60 Hz AND 1080P
- HDMI ETHERNET CHANNEL
- DATA SPEED TRANSFER: EXCEEDS 10.2 GBPS
- AUDIO RETURN CHANNEL
- ALLOWS 3D OVER HDMI WHEN CONNECTED TO 3D DEVICES
- ADDITIONAL COLOR SPACES (sYCC601, RGB & YCC601)
- TRIPLE SHIELDED CABLE WITH COPPER SHIELDED TYPE A CONNECTORS
- CL3 RATED FOR IN WALL NON-PLENUM INSTALLATIONS

**CABLE CONSTRUCTION**
- 24 AWG

**JACKET OUTER DIMENSION**
- 10.5 MM

**MINIMUM BEND RADIUS**
- 60 MM

**MAXIMUM COLOR DEPTH**
- 48-BIT, 16 BITS PER COLOR

**MAXIMUM REFRESH RATE**
- 1080P 120 HZ SOURCE CONTENT

**HDMI® HIGH SPEED**
- YES

**ETHERNET**
- YES

**AUDIO RETURN CHANNEL**
- YES

**DEEP COLOR SUPPORT**
- YES

**3D COMPATIBLE**
- YES

**4K SUPPORT**
- YES

**AUDIO SUPPORT**
- DTS, DOLBY DIGITAL

**RATINGS/CERTIFICATIONS**
- ROHS, UL LISTED, CL3 RATED

**WARRANTY**
- LIMITED LIFETIME

**PART #:** 0E-HDMI50

**UPC:** 811914021612

**LENGTH:** 50 FT.

**WEIGHT:** 3.8 LBS

**Product Certification:**

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR ADI SALES PERSON.
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